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We found that Sm3+ substitution in SrO�SrTiO3�2 is effective in improving the Seebeck coefficient
�S�. The �S� value increases notably with temperature, benefiting from an enhancement of the density
of states �DOS� effective mass md

* from �3m0 �300 K� to �7.5m0 �1000 K�, due to an
improvement of the local symmetry of TiO6 octahedra, enhancing the degeneracy in the Ti 3d
orbitals, which form the conduction band �CB�, and also to an accompanying lattice expansion,
which gives rise to a higher DOS at the bottom of the CB and, consequently, a larger md

*. © 2007
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2820447�

Thermoelectric �TE� performance is essentially evalu-
ated by means of the dimensionless thermoelectric figure of
merit ZT=S2�T�−1, where Z, S, �, and � are a figure of
merit, the Seebeck coefficient, the electrical conductivity,
and the thermal conductivity, respectively, at a given abso-
lute temperature �T�, and ZT�1 is regarded as the criterion
for practical application. Recently, Ti-based oxides such as
La- or Nb-doped SrTiO3,1–3 Nb-doped TiO2,4 and Nb-doped
SrO�SrTiO3�n �n=integer� �Ref. 5� have received increasing
attention for the realization of thermoelectric energy conver-
sion devices operating at high temperatures because they are
basically stable at such temperatures.

Although 20% Nb-doped SrTiO3 exhibits the highest re-
ported ZT value of 0.37 at 1000 K among n-type Ti-based
oxides, we chose Nb-doped SrO�SrTiO3�n as a promising
candidate for the realization of high ZT, due to its superlat-
tice structure. Figure 1�a� shows the schematic crystal struc-
ture of SrO�SrTiO3�2,6 which is regarded as a natural super-
lattice of SrO layers and �SrTiO3�2 slabs alternately stacking
along the c axis. We expected that SrO�SrTiO3�2 might ex-
hibit a lower � value than that of SrTiO3 because the inter-
faces between SrO layers and �SrTiO3�2 slabs might enhance
phonon scattering. In previous reports,5 we showed that the �
value of Nb-doped SrO�SrTiO3�2 was significantly smaller
as compared to that of SrTiO3 ��SrO�SrTiO3�2

/�SrTiO3
�0.5

at 300 K�.
However, the �S� values of Nb-doped SrO�SrTiO3�2 were

rather small as compared to those of SrTiO3 due to the fact
that the density of states �DOS� near the bottom of the con-

duction band for SrO�SrTiO3�2 is smaller than that for
SrTiO3.5 Although the conduction band for SrTiO3 is com-
posed of triply degenerate Ti 3d-t2g orbitals, that of
SrO�SrTiO3�2 is composed of nondegenerate a1g orbitals
since the TiO6 octahedra of the SrO�SrTiO3�2 crystal �Fig.
1�b�� are distorted due to a shift of the Ti atoms slightly to
the SrO layer side, even though those of SrTiO3 are sym-
metrical, with the Ti atom at the center and the O�3�–Ti–O�3�
bond angle being 180°. This distortion induces a crystal field
splitting of the Ti 3d-t2g orbitals �dxy, dyz, and dxz� into eg �dyz

and dxz�-a1g �dxy� orbitals. Thus, lattice engineering ap-
proaches such as site substitution are essential to restore the
bond angle of the SrO�SrTiO3�2 crystal to 180°.

a�Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:
koumoto@apchem.nagoya-u.ac.jp.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic illustrations of �a� the SrO�SrTiO3�2 crys-
tal structure and �b� the distorted TiO6 octahedra, with a bond angle O�3�–
Ti–O�3� of �177° in the �SrTiO3�2 slab.
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We fabricated several Sr2+-site-lanthanide ion �Ln3+�
Sm3+, Gd3+, etc.�-substituted SrO�SrTiO3�2 ceramics and
measured their S and � values expecting that such substitu-
tion would strongly affect the shapes of the TiO6 octahedra
due to the fact that the wide variety of ionic radii of the
Ln3+ should introduce either compressive or tensile stress
into the TiO6 octahedra, and thus an enhancement of the TE
properties might be realized. Among the Ln3+-substituted
samples, the 5 at. % Sm3+-substituted SrO�SrTiO3�2

�Sr0.95Sm0.05O�SrTiO3�2, hereafter referred to as SSSTO� ex-
hibited a dramatic increase in the �S� value with increasing
temperature. We also found that the bond angle of O�3�–Ti–
O�3� for SSSTO was 179° at 300 K and reached 180° at
800 K, while that of SrO�SrTiO3�2 always remained at 177°.

The ceramics were fabricated by a conventional hot
press technique at 1425 °C under 35 MPa for 1 h in an Ar
atmosphere �5 mm in thickness and 45 mm in diameter,
�96% theoretical density�. Powder x-ray diffraction patterns
revealed that the resultant samples were single phase
SrO�SrTiO3�2. The average grain size of the ceramics was
�5 �m, which was observed by scanning electron micros-
copy. The S and � values were measured by steady state and
four-probe methods simultaneously in the temperature range
of 300–1000 K. Carrier concentration ne and Hall mobilities
�Hall were measured with the van der Pauw configuration by
means of Hall voltage measurements under vacuum over the
same temperature range.

Figure 2 shows �a� �, �b� S, and �c� DOS effective mass
md

* values for the SSSTO ceramics, with the data for
10 at. % Nb-doped SrO�SrTiO3�2 �SrO�SrTi0.9Nb0.1O3�2; ne

�7.5�1020 cm−3; hereafter, referred to as SSTNO� as a ref-
erence. The � values decreased gradually with temperature,

suggesting that SSSTO is a degenerate semiconductor. The
carrier concentration ne was �7�1020 cm−3, which was al-
most independent of temperature �Fig. 2�a�, inset�, while the
Hall mobility �Hall decreased proportionally to T−1.5 above
�700 K, similar to the cases of Nb-doped SrO�SrTiO3�2 �see
Ref. 5� and Nb-doped SrTiO3,3 reflecting the fact that the
carrier transport takes place predominantly in the �SrTiO3�2

slabs. It should be noted that a rather large increase of �S� for
SSSTO is seen in Fig. 2�b�. In order to clarify the origin of
the large increase of �S�, md

* values were calculated using
observed values of S and ne. Details of the md

* calculation
have been described elsewhere.7,8 The md

* value for SSSTO
increased markedly with temperature and reached �7.5m0 at
1000 K, a high value comparable to that of SrTiO3,1 while
the values for SSTNO were no more than 2–4m0.

To clarify the differences in the structural changes be-
tween SSSTO and SSTNO that possibly occurred during
heating, we performed high temperature x-ray diffraction
�XRD� measurements �HT-XRD� �SmartLab, Rigaku Co.,
using Cu K�� under N2 flow from 300 to 1000 K over a
range of 2	=10–120° in steps of 0.02°. The O�3�–Ti–O�3�
bond angles were derived from Rietveld refinement, using
the RIETAN 2000 program9 on the HT-XRD patterns. Figure 3
shows the bond angles of O�3�–Ti–O�3� for SSSTO and
SSTNO at several temperatures, with data of SrO�SrTiO3�2

from Ref. 9 for comparison. The O�3�–Ti–O�3� bond angle in
SrO�SrTiO3�2 maintained a constant value of �177.25° even
at high temperatures; however, contrastingly, the bond angle
for SSSTO tended to grow gradually toward 180° with tem-
perature approaching �800 K. Meanwhile, the bond angle in
SSTNO showed a tendency to decrease, strongly suggesting
an improvement of the local symmetry of the TiO6 octahedra
by doping of the Sr sites with a Ln3+ whose radius is smaller
than that of Sr2+.

The md
* value has been reported to be significantly re-

lated to the structure of the TiO6 octahedra, especially its
symmetry and the Ti–Ti distance in the �110� direction. In
the cubic perovskite SrTiO3, with regular TiO6 octahedra,
md

* was reported to increase linearly with increasing Ti–Ti
distance in �110�,9 which causes carrier localization through
decreased overlap of the Ti 3d orbitals, while in Nb-doped

FIG. 2. �Color online� Temperature dependence of �a� electrical conductiv-
ity � �the inset shows plots of the variation of carrier concentration ne and
Hall mobility mHall�, �b� Seebeck coefficient S, and �c� carrier DOS effective
mass md

� for 5 at. %-Sm-doped SrO�SrTiO3�2 �SSSTO�. The data for
10 at. %-Nb-doped SrO�SrTiO3�2 �SSTNO� are taken from Ref. 5 for com-
parison. The dashed line in �c� indicates the assumed scattering factor r,
decreasing linearly with temperature from r=0.5 at 300 K to r=0 at 750 K
and remaining at r=0 above 750 K �see Ref. 3�.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Variation of the O�3�–Ti–O�3� bond angle in the
�100� with temperature for SSSTO. The data for nondoped SrO�SrTiO3�2

were taken from Ref. 9 for comparison. The dashed lines were added as
guides for the eye.
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SrO�SrTiO3�n �n=1,2� compounds, in which the TiO6 octa-
hedra are low in symmetry, the md

* values are less Ti–Ti
distance dependent, maintaining a low level of �2–3m0.5

Despite having shorter Ti–Ti distances �5.515–5.544 Å� than
those of SSTNO �5.535–5.562 Å�, SSSTO exhibits rather
larger md

* values in the whole temperature range. Therefore,
it is reasonable to deduce thereby that the increase of md

* in
SSSTO derives from structural modifications in two aspects
to enhance the DOS at the CB bottom of the conduction
bond: primarily, the growth in the O�3�–Ti–O�3� bond angle,
leading to a highly symmetrical state of the TiO6 octahedra,
which would facilitate the further degeneracy in the Ti 3d
orbitals, and secondarily, the accompanying expansion in the
Ti–Ti distance at higher temperatures, which plays an effec-
tive role in enhancing md

* under the prerequisite of the re-
stored symmetry of the TiO6 octahedra.

In conclusion, polycrystalline ceramic samples of
5 at. % Sm-doped SrO�SrTiO3�2 were fabricated by a hot-
pressing technique. These exhibited a large increase in �S�
with temperature, originating from the enhanced md

* values
��3m0 at 300 K and �7.5m0 at 1000 K�, as a result prima-
rily of the structural restoration of the initially distorted

TiO6 octahedra, and secondarily, of the accompanying
thermal expansion in the Ti–Ti distance. These findings con-
firm the significant effect of TiO6 structure on the TE
properties and demonstrate that an effective way to engineer
the lattice structure is by light Ln3+ doping of the Sr sites
in SrO�SrTiO3�2, also improving �S�. The results are also
hoped to be helpful in finding ways to enhance the TE per-
formance for Ti-based oxides containing low symmetry TiO6
octahedra.
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